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ABSTRACT

In the 1980s, traditional Business Intelligence (BI) systems focused on the delivery of reports that describe the state of business activities in the past, such as for questions like “How did our sales perform during the last quarter?” A decade later, there was a shift to more interactive content that presented how the business was performing at the present time, answering questions like “How are we doing right now?” Today the focus of BI users are looking into the future. “Given what I did before and how I am currently doing this quarter, how will I do next quarter?”

Furthermore, fuelled by the demands of Big Data, BI systems are going through a time of incredible change. Predictive analytics, high volume data, unstructured data, social data, mobile, consumable analytics, and data visualization are all examples of demands and capabilities that have become critical within just the past few years, and are growing at an unprecedented pace.

This book introduces research problems and solutions on various aspects central to next-generation BI systems. It begins with a chapter on an industry perspective on how BI has evolved, and discusses how game-changing trends have drastically reshaped the landscape of BI. One of the game changers is the shift toward the consumerization of BI tools. As a result, for BI tools to be successfully used by business users (rather than IT departments), the tools need a business model, rather than a data model. One chapter of the book surveys four different types of business modeling. However, even with the existence of a business model for users to express queries, the data that can meet the needs are still captured within a data model. The next chapter on vivification addresses the problem of closing the gap, which is often significant, between the business and the data models. Moreover, Big Data forces BI systems to integrate and consolidate multiple, and often wildly different, data sources. One chapter gives an overview of several integration architectures for dealing with the challenges that need to be overcome.

While the book so far focuses on the usual structured relational data, the remaining chapters turn to unstructured data, an ever-increasing and important component of Big Data. One chapter on information extraction describes methods for dealing with the extraction of relations from free text and the web. Finally, BI users need tools to visualize and interpret new and complex types of information in a way that is compelling, intuitive, but accurate. The last chapter gives an overview of information visualization for decision support and text.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

A lot has changed since 1958 when IBM researcher Hans Peter Luhn first coined the term Business Intelligence (BI) as “the ability to apprehend the interrelationships of presented facts in such a way as to guide action toward a desired goal” [Luhn, 1958]. In particular, the BI domain has seen dramatic changes in its use of temporal information, the nature of the data to analyze, cloud computing, user-centric and consumable analytics. All of these changes demand new, enabling research and technology capability that are exemplified by this book.

BI systems have traditionally focused on the delivery of reports that describe the state of business activities in the past. Questions like “How did our sales perform during the last quarter?” were answered through straightforward query generation and execution against structured and multidimensional data warehouses and delivered to end-users in a static report, such as a PDF document or simple web page.

In the 1990s, there was a shift from static reports of past performance to more interactive content that presented how the business was performing at the present time, answering questions like “How are we doing right now? This month, this day, this second?” This shift to real-time business intelligence was supported with new technologies: animated real-time dashboards, interactive filters, prompts, and multidimensional gestures augmented the classical, static content, while in-memory databases and other performance-enabling infrastructures surfaced.

Now the focus of business intelligence systems has shifted in the time domain yet again. In addition to asking questions about the past and the present, BI users are looking into the future. “Given what I did before and how I am currently doing this quarter, how will I do next quarter? How am I predicted to perform, and how does that compare to competitors who are in a similar situation? How can I tweak what I am doing right now to optimize my future?”

The addition of statistical and predictive analytical techniques—optimization, predictive modeling, simulation, and forecasting—to traditional BI methods—querying, reporting, and analysis—
has resulted in solutions that can predict and optimize the future. The development and incorporation of these future-facing technologies is one of the key events that strongly distinguishes classical business intelligence systems of the past from the new “business analytics and optimization” systems that have emerged from industry.

Dramatic changes have also occurred in the data and information that we now want to analyze. When BI systems were first adopted by industry, data warehouses were still being formed and sparsely populated, and therefore the BI technologies that emerged emphasized data collection and integration. The relational and OLAP databases held static snapshots of primarily numerical, very structured data held in well-defined schema. However, this picture has changed, and many in the industry today characterized the new data challenges with the “three V’s” of volume, variety, and velocity.

These dramatic changes in data helped fuel the emergence and importance of enabling cloud computing technologies. In many ways, it was these new data demands that led to the development of our current ability to create and use virtualized computational, storage, analytical, and other infrastructural or platform services in various cloud environments.

Much of the new data of interest to businesses, particularly unstructured social data, comes from the Internet and was, therefore, “born” in the public cloud. At the same time, however, significant value continues to be extractable from data being generated or collected on-premise inside the corporate firewall, with potentially even greater value from the combination of both public and on-premise data. The large volume and high velocity nature of the data means copy operations from one location to another are impractical and sometimes impossible. As a result, it made sense to flexibly locate the systems required to analyze the data as close to its origins as possible, resulting in the development of public, on-premise (private), and hybrid cloud computing environments.

At the same time, analyzing the new varieties and large volumes of data requires significant computational power. The new predictive, text, and social analytics algorithms can sometimes require large numbers of computers—hundreds, thousands, even more—to work on the problem simultaneously in order to return a result with sufficient velocity. The rapid sequestration and orchestration of a large number of (virtual) computational and storage units for a relatively short period of time to perform these sorts of analyses cannot be practically done using traditional hardware infrastructure; a cloud computing infrastructure is the only cost-effective method of enabling this next generation of business analytics solutions.

Finally, the ability to programmatically define the deployed infrastructure in a cloud computing environment means that we can treat infrastructure as if it was software: we can algorithmically describe and tune the infrastructure to match the analysis we want to perform. This affords us tremendous flexibility and power compared to traditional BI infrastructure, allowing us to design large scale analytical solutions that were previously expensive or intractable.

Furthermore, traditional BI systems had a well-defined and controlled consumption model. IT specialists owned the data warehouses and the processes surrounding the data stored within those warehouses. Report authors created the reports and dashboards that consumed the data, and
1.2 THE ROLE OF RESEARCH AND THIS BOOK

The business intelligence industry is going through a time of incredible change. Predictive analytics, high volume data, unstructured data, social data, mobile, consumable analytics, and data visualization are all examples of demands and capabilities that have become critical within just the past few years, and growing at an unprecedented pace.

This book introduces research problems and solutions on various aspects central to BI. The target audience of the book includes first-year graduate students and senior undergraduate students in Computer Science, and researchers and practitioners in either Computer Science or Business Administration.

Chapter 2 provides an industry perspective on how BI has evolved. It first describes the systems in early days of BI and classic BI. It then discusses how game-changing trends have drastically re-shaped the landscape of BI, with a projection into the future generation of BI tools. This sets up the rest of the book regarding ongoing research and development of BI tools.

One of the game changers is the shift toward the consumerization of BI tools. As a result, for BI tools to be successfully used by business users (rather than IT departments), the tools need to speak the language of the business user. However, a key problem with many existing BI tools is
that they speak more an IT language than a business language. In other words, a data model is not what is useful to a user; rather, it is a business model that is needed. Chapter 3 surveys four different types of business modeling.

While the needs of a user are expressed in a business model, the data that can meet the needs are captured within a data model. There is a significant gap between the two models. Chapter 4 on vivification addresses the problem of bridging the gap between the two models. It discusses the development of mappings that connect the business schema with the database schema, and outlines various strategies for dealing with incompleteness and uncertainty that arise from the bridging process.

The trend toward bigger data forces our systems to integrate and consolidate multiple, and often wildly different, data sources. As a result, it is often the case that a business query requires data to be retrieved and integrated from multiple sources. Chapter 5 describes some of the challenges that need to be overcome, including schema and semantic heterogeneity and ontology integration. It gives an overview of several integration architectures for dealing with these challenges and for efficient query answering.

While the book so far focuses on the usual structured relational data, the remaining chapters of the book turn to unstructured data, an ever-increasing and important component of the bigger data trend. Chapter 6 on information extraction describes methods for dealing with the extraction of relations from free text, which may be embedded in web pages, emails, surveys, customer call records, etc.

Finally, addressing the demanding expectations of the new users of our BI solutions requires innovation and research in new ways of interacting with users to give them an interactive discovery and guided analysis process, of visualizing new and complex types of information in a way that is consumable, compelling, and delightful, but also accurate. The last chapter of the book presents tools for visualizing text in data, as well as general visualization tools for BI users.

The topics selected for this book are aligned with the research done by collaborators within the pan-Canada Business Intelligence Network funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. To create an innovation platform for pre-competitive BI research within Canada, the network aims to enhance Canadian business competitiveness through the development of intelligent data management and decision-making solutions. The authors of this book are all network participants.

Note that the network includes many research projects not covered by the chapters in this book. Two notable omissions are data cleansing and cloud computing. Different data sources, particularly social data, also imply different levels of trust than the traditional “clean” data found in a data warehouse. The question of how to cleanse data from these new and complex data sources is an important research direction. Within the Synthesis Lectures on Data Management series, the reader is referred to the lecture by Bertossi [2011], which addresses some of the data cleansing issues encountered in BI systems. Within the same series, the lecture by Deutch and Milo [2012] addresses modeling and querying of business processes beyond the discussion in Chapter 3. And the lecture...
by Carenini et al. [2011] considers information extraction beyond what is discussed in Chapter 6. Last but not least, the article by Armbrust et al. [2010] provides a comprehensive overview on cloud computing. We refer the interested reader to the aforementioned papers for more details on these topics.
CHAPTER 2

BI Game Changers: an Industry Viewpoint

Rock Leung, Chahab Nastar, Frederic Vanborre, Christophe Favart, Gregor Hackenbroich, Philip Taylor, and David Trastour

2.1 INTRODUCTION

To compete in today’s markets, business users need to effectively use a large volume of data to make strategic and efficient decisions to help a business meet its goals. With the decreasing price of computer data storage, businesses are collecting and storing more business data at a greater detail. However, the increasingly large amounts of data are becoming more difficult to access and analyze, in part because the data are often stored in a variety of data formats in a variety of storage systems. Thus, despite the investments in storing business data, a recent survey by BusinessWeek [Hammond, 2004] found that a majority of the business users today are still going on "gut feel," and not utilizing the data from these systems to make effective business decisions. Researchers of this survey found that only one fifth of respondents say they always have the right amount of information to make an informed business decision, and over three quarters were aware of situations where managers made bad business decisions because these managers did not have sufficient information.

BI technologies, especially Business Analytics (more detailed definitions to be given later), are designed to empower business users to more efficiently make sense of vast amounts of data and make better decisions. Businesses are increasingly investing in BI software and the effective use of BI is seen as a competitive advantage. Business Analytics software is forecasted to grow faster than the overall enterprise software market [Vesset et al., 2010].

Although past and current BI solutions have helped business users, these are evolving rapidly to meet new business needs and incorporate recent technological advances. These business and technological trends present many opportunities for next generation BI technologies to better support business users. Pursuing these opportunities also raises many new research questions about how to make effective use of these new technologies. For example, how can BI systems make better use of artificial intelligence, social networks, or mobile computing devices to better support the business user?

In this chapter we discuss recent changes in Business Intelligence from our viewpoint as industrial researchers. Our team, the Business Intelligence Practice, is a group in SAP Research
that focuses on exploring the use of new technologies in next generation BI systems. As part of SAP, a market leader in enterprise application software, we are exposed to BI market trends, as well as the needs of large and small businesses. Further, we continually collaborate with academia with expertise in a variety of research areas such as text analytics, predictive analytics, visual analytics, semantic mashup, enterprise search, and collaborative decision making.

We begin this chapter by defining BI in context of business data and business users’ actions. We then describe past and current BI systems and how they support the business user. The section that follows discusses many new business needs and technology trends that have contributed to the evolution of the BI. We then present our vision of the next generation of BI systems. Although we refer to businesses throughout the chapter, many of our claims also generalize to other organizations including non-profit organizations.

Through this chapter, we hope to make two contributions. First, we summarize how BI systems have evolved and share our vision on what the next generation of BI will look like. Second, we hope to help academic and industry researchers position their research work in the new view of BI and focus on research questions that are the most relevant to today’s BI challenges.

### 2.2 DEFINING BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

While there are varying definitions for BI, Forrester defines it broadly as a “set of methodologies, processes, architectures, and technologies that transform raw data into meaningful and useful information [that] allows business users to make informed business decisions with real-time data that can put a company ahead of its competitors” [Evelson, 2008]. In other words, the high-level goal of BI is to help a business user turn business-related data into actionable knowledge. BI traditionally focused on reports, dashboards, and answering predefined questions [Beller and Barnett, 2009]. Today BI also includes a focus on deeper, exploratory, and interactive analyses of the data using Business Analytics such as data mining, predictive analytics, statistical analysis, and natural language processing solutions [Evelson, 2008].

Consider the following cycle shown in Figure 2.1 involving a business user and her business’s data. Starting from the data circle (Figure 2.1, bottom circle), the user accesses enterprise data such as financial transactions (e.g., “$19.99,” “2,” “21432”), which is generated and stored by the business. To begin making sense of this data, semantics are added to turn the data into more useful information (e.g., “2 shirts (product ID 21432) were bought at $19.99 each”). To analyze this information, a business user (e.g., store manager, another analyst) can choose, or be presented with, information that is relevant, trustworthy, and suitably presented for her purposes, in order to generate higher-level knowledge (e.g., whether her past actions/strategy helped her meet a monthly revenue goal).

The business user then interprets the knowledge gained from the data to determine what to do next. Specifically, the user has goals associated with her job (e.g., monthly revenue target), and one or more strategies to meet those goals (e.g., increase sales volume for popular products). The user can determine from the data whether the goals are being met and whether strategies are working. Continuing her data analysis and then weighing various options, the user decides what actions that
she would like to take (e.g., offer discounts, advertise product). The actions within the user’s means are executed (e.g., discount product ID 21432), which the user hopes will have a positive impact on business but will need to confirm later by analyzing future data.

**Figure 2.1:** The virtuous cycle of business data

In the cycle of business data, BI (Figure 2.1, blue oval) is used to transform data to information to knowledge that the business user can then act on. In other words, BI takes a wide variety of high-dimensional, low-semantics data and refines the data into low-dimensional knowledge with high-semantics (i.e., fewer but more useful dimensions).

The development of BI systems taps several research and development areas. BI draws from work in databases to ensure, for example, that large volumes of business data are easily accessible, have minimal errors, and can be combined with different sources. BI also draws from work in data mining, text analysis, semantic analysis, and many other research areas that transform data into information. Further, BI draws from areas such as human-computer interaction, information visualization, and other areas that help the business user analyze, explore, and create knowledge from the information derived from business data. BI technologies also draw from work in networking and computer architectures.

### 2.3 EARLY DAYS OF BI

In the early days of BI, business data were stored in traditional databases, as shown in Figure 2.2. Data consisted of operational systems data and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) data. Accessing the data and processing it to a more consumable form required the IT and analytical skills of an IT
specialist. Thus, the business user needed to go through an IT specialist to access and analyze the business data. The turnaround between posing a business question to getting an answer often took weeks.

![Figure 2.2: BI systems in the “early days.”](image)

### 2.4 CLASSIC BI

In the early 1990s, BI systems evolved into what we call Classic BI by adding layers of data “staging” to increase the accessibility of the business data to business users. Data from the operational systems and ERP were extracted, transformed into a more consumable form (e.g., column names labeled for human rather than computer consumption, errors corrected, duplication eliminated). Data from a warehouse were then loaded into OLAP cubes, as well as data marts stored in data warehouses. OLAP cubes facilitated the analysis of data over several dimensions. Data marts present a subset of the data in the warehouse, tailored to a specific line of business. Using classic BI, the business user, with the help of an IT specialist who had set up the system for her, could now more easily access and analyze the data through a BI system.

### 2.5 GAME-CHANGING TRENDS

A number of game-changing trends have recently emerged that we believe will significantly transform how BI is used, and affect the way product developers and researchers need to look at BI. We believe
that BI, particularly Business Analytics, is at a tipping point in terms of its complexity, sophistication, and ease-of-use. These trends not only require new and advanced BI tools, but also raise new exciting research questions for industry and academic researchers to tackle.

2.5.1 FASTER BUSINESS
To stay competitive, businesses need to be as efficient as possible, be more innovative through dynamic networks, and serve more users.

Increasing Organization Efficiency
Businesses are empowering their employees to help them more independently make better and faster decisions. Businesses are working toward giving their employees access to the business data they need, when they need it, to help them perform their job effectively. This applies to employees at all levels, from top executives to those directly supporting customers. While business users often work at a desktop computer, there is also a need to support these users when they are in other settings such as meeting rooms, their commutes, and at the customer site. Thus, BI systems that support collaboration and mobile computing are needed. In addition, having business users access
and analyze business data by themselves, without help from IT or others helps to increase efficiency. Thus, self-service BI and other work systems can also increase the efficiency of the business.

Businesses are also delegating more tasks to computers, freeing their employees to focus on other work. For example, approximately a third of all stock trade volume on the New York Stock Exchange are performed by machines [EDN, 2012]. There is a trend in BI, which is common in other domains, to have technology (e.g., software agents) take actions automatically in “normal” cases and only involve humans in edge cases or exceptional situations.

Further, businesses are adopting new work processes to empower their employees and improve responsiveness and organizational efficiency. For example, many businesses are helping their employees better align their goals with those of the company through new performance management tools such as Key Performance Indicators and Management by Objectives. Businesses are also adopting agile product development processes (e.g., scrum, lean) in order to help employees work more efficiently together.

**Innovation through Dynamic Networks**

Businesses need to innovate to compete, but they often cannot rely on internal research and development to sustain the pace of innovation desired by businesses. We are seeing an increased desire by businesses to innovate with other organizations, as well as end users, through dynamic networks. Many businesses are using an open innovation model to work with other companies and academic researchers to generate and productize ideas [Chesbrough et al., 2006]. The NSERC BI Network exemplifies this open innovation model.

New business models are also emerging that require more powerful business analytics for guidance. Many businesses, particularly technology–producing ones, are adopting models like “freemium” and ad-powered models. Others are focused on selling to the “Long Tail,” building a large number of products or services, each being bought at relatively small quantities but collectively total a large quantity. Thus, many businesses have a relatively larger and more diverse customer (and potential customer) base that they need to analyze and track. Understanding, serving, and selling to this customer base requires more powerful business analytics.

**Serving More Users**

BI systems are increasingly being used by end users and operational business users, and not only analysts. Thus, the next generation of BI systems needs to be designed for people who have less experience with analytical tools and less training on these systems.

Given the increasing number of networked computational devices (e.g., laptops, smart phones, tablets) it is increasingly more feasible for a business to reach more users. SAP, for example, wants to increase the number of SAP software users from millions of users to 1 billion users by 2015. Reaching more users requires better understanding a variety of target users, their needs, and how they use their devices.
2.5.2 BIGGER DATA

The cost of acquiring and storing data has declined significantly and thus businesses increasingly want to analyze more data (i.e., Big Data) to remain competitive. Big Data has often been characterized by increased volume, velocity, and variety [Russom, 2011]. We discuss each of these three dimensions below.

Volume

Like most digital data, the volume of business data is increasing over time. Businesses want to capture data in greater detail, in order to uncover more insights. As businesses rely more on computers for conducting business, data are being generated by more computer users, such as business employees and customers. Data are also generated by the increasing number of powerful mobile computing devices (e.g., smart phones, tablets), and connected sensors (e.g., Internet of Things). The amount of world’s digital information data doubles every 18 month. What tools are needed to help business users manage and analyze huge volumes of data?

Velocity

Business data are also being collected at a greater rate. Business users also want to reduce the time it takes to answer a question, ideally in real time. In the early days of BI, analyzing enterprise data for a particular business question often took several days. In those days, reporting and analysis was often done in batches. Technology has enabled businesses to reduce the time it takes to access and process their data. Current BI systems are allowing businesses to analyze their data in “near real-time.” Future BI systems will one day support real-time analysis of business data, and analysis of data streams. What tools are needed to help business users process increasingly greater rates of business data generation?

Variety

A business’s enterprise data are traditionally structured, trusted, internal, and based on objective facts. However, businesses would now like to analyze a wider variety of data to discover additional insights. The variety of data that businesses are interested in analyzing can be categorized according to the following dimensions:

- **Structured/unstructured**: Enterprise data include data that are generally structured in a set of well-defined fields, and is typically stored in tables. Enterprise data can also consist of unstructured data (e.g., content of a text document, video content) that often have to be mined or modeled in order to extract meaningful information.

- **Trusted/non-certified**: Data can come from a variety of sources. Data can come from a trusted source (e.g., generated within the business). Enterprise data are generally trusted by the business, especially after the data are cleaned (e.g., data from a data warehouse). Data can also come from an external source and its accuracy, completeness, objectivity may not be certain. Online
data (e.g., databases available for free on the Internet) are generally considered non-certified, at least initially. A set of data can move along this trustedness dimension; for example, the data can be more trustworthy if the data are consistent with other trusted data or if other data from the same source are found to be trustworthy.

- **Internal/external**: Data can be generated within an organization or externally. Businesses have traditionally focused on analyzing internally generated business data. However, enterprise processes are now distributed, and much of the business data will be collected outside the company’s walls. For example, businesses often rely on a supply chain consisting of partners, suppliers, and an ecosystem of sellers. Some businesses use GPS truck monitoring to evaluate the provisioning chain and optimize production and/or product delivery. In addition, businesses are increasingly interested in analyzing online social networks and product review websites, generally externally hosted, to better understand consumer behaviors and market trends.

- **Facts/opinions**: Business data are generally facts (e.g., financial transactions, number of hours worked), but business data can also consist of opinions (e.g., employee satisfaction, customer ratings on a product).

Analyzing a wider variety of data requires new tools and techniques to combine, as well as differentiate, different types of data. How can tools allow users to easily analyze different types of data together? How can these tools also help users differentiate between the two types of data when analyzing them together?

### 2.5.3 BETTER SOFTWARE

Major technological advances in computer software and hardware have also provided opportunities to meet many needs related to faster businesses and processing Big Data. There are three advances that are particularly relevant for BI: infrastructure, data and software consumption, and increased connectedness.

**Infrastructure**

BI systems are incorporating cloud technologies, which are changing the way BI is deployed. Enterprise technology has historically been deployed “on premise” at the customer’s site. However, BI technologies are now being offered as a service through the cloud, providing increased scalability, connectedness, and ease of deployment. Cloud technologies provide businesses more agility and flexibility in their IT systems to scale on demand. These technologies are also always on, which is crucial for online and mobile services to end users. Further, cloud technologies enable customers to use new BI systems sooner, without the need for upfront deployments of servers and software.

Advances in database technology have increased the business user’s ability to quickly analyze data. In-memory technologies allow entire databases to reside in a server’s memory instead of relatively slower disk storage, speeding up database accesses by orders of magnitude [Plattner, 2009,]
This technology has been found to be well suited for structured data and real-time processing. What other data processing and analysis can in-memory technologies help speed up?

Advances in distributed computing have increased a business’s ability to store and process very large volumes of data. For example, the Apache Hadoop software framework, consisting of the Hadoop distributed File System and MapReduce distributed computing engine, can store and process petabytes of data [Apache, 2011]. Hadoop has been found to be suited for large volumes of data, unstructured data, and batch processing.

Consumption

Enterprise software has traditionally been data-centric, but this software is moving toward being more user-centric. In fact, enterprise software is lagging behind consumer software on this front, and there’s a clear need to “consumerize” enterprise software [Moore, 2011].

How can enterprise software be designed to be easier for users to consume? Business users are generally consumers of other technologies (e.g., smart phones, Internet search engines, social networks, and computer games) so enterprise software may benefit from incorporating the many new features and intuitive interaction methods used on those technologies. Researchers are also exploring how “gamifying” enterprise software can help ease consumption by adding game elements to motivate engagement and help users learn to perform initial tasks and then more advanced tasks [Burke and Hiltbrand, 2011]. Tailoring the user experience for each individual user or small demographics may also make the software easier to consume. Personalizing the user experience requires measuring and making effective use of contextual data (e.g., a user’s location, organizational role, current task, previous tasks). Social networks also enable users to collaboratively consume data and make decisions as a group.

Businesses also need new tools to consume Big Data. For example, new analytical tools like Visual Analytics applications are needed to explore large volumes of data. As another example, new tools are needed to process the wide variety of data a business user is interested in. Structured data have traditionally been accessed by business users through database queries. In contrast, text and multimedia content have traditionally been accessed through searching on keywords. The frontiers between structured data and content are now quickly vanishing and the business user wants to search many different types of data through one information retrieval tool such as the familiar search input text field (e.g., Google Search, Bing). Moreover, business data are not only consumed by business users but by machines as well. How can we design BI tools to make use of machine-to-machine data?

Increased Connectedness

Business users are increasingly connected through technology. For example, the latest mobile phones enable users to remotely communicate and collaborate more with others. Business users are now able to access their business’s data in order to make better decisions away from their desk (e.g., customer
site, manufacturing plant, while commuting). To make better use of BI through mobile devices, researchers are exploring how to personalize the data and user experience. How can we make use of the user’s position in the company, access to data, task, location, and other contextual information to personalize their experience?

Many businesses are interested in making use of social networks. Social networks enable users to engage with other individuals, groups, and communities. Using social networks, businesses can tap into both the wisdom of the crowd, as well as the network of experts. Social network can also be used to evaluate partners, suppliers, products, potential recruits, and co-workers. How can social networks and online collaboration tools be used to support decision making? How can these technologies help business users analyze data?

More devices and sensors are being connected to the Internet (e.g., Internet of Things). The Internet of Things can be thought of as an automated part of collecting insights. Data from sensors such as RFID tags for goods, GPS tracking for trucks, gate control for building’s entrance, and building’s temperature sensors can be used to answer business questions and provide actionable insights for a whole company, a product team, or an individual employee.

### 2.6 Next-Generation BI

Given the many game changes in BI that were described in the earlier section, we predict that the next generation BI software will include evolutions in both hardware infrastructure and data processing. As stated earlier, new advanced infrastructures will change how much data is stored and how quickly we can access large amounts of it (see Figure 2.5). Instead of using traditional relational databases, a business can use distributed storage systems such as Hadoop to store data warehouses and large volumes of other data that the business wants to analyze. In-memory technologies (e.g., SAP HANA, IBM solidDB, Oracle TimesTen) will allow business users to execute data queries thousands of times faster than current generation systems, greatly increasing the volume of data that can be analyzed at once as well as the interactivity of the analytical tool. We envision the distributed storage/computing system integrating the data sources and feeding the in-memory technology. The analytics will access the in-memory or distributed computing system as needed.

Next-generation BI systems will also allow users to process greater varieties of data and produce better insights from it. As mentioned earlier, the goal of BI is to refine all kinds of high-dimensional, low-semantics data and to present low-dimensional knowledge with high-semantics to the end user. BI systems traditionally only enabled the analysis of structured business data (e.g., financial transaction) but new systems will analyze many more types of data. As shown in Figure 2.6, next-generation BI systems will also process multimedia content (e.g., video, image, sound), text content, data streams (e.g., RSS, logs, device sensor data, smart items), and graphs, often together with structured data.

These various types of data are stored in a knowledge base that pushes the data to the user and enables the business user to pull data from the knowledge base (see Figure 2.6). The data can be pushed to the user through personalized (i.e., contextual, recommended) dashboards and alerts. The
2.7 CONCLUSIONS

Businesses are relying increasingly on Business Intelligence to remain competitive in their market. Past BI systems have allowed business users to access and analyze business data with the help of an IT specialist. Current BI systems reduce the dependency on an IT specialist, and help users make better sense of their data. We listed a number of new business needs and technology trends that both require, and help to develop, next-generation BI systems. New BI systems will allow business users to analyze a larger volume, increased velocity, and wider variety of data, with minimal involvement from IT.

This is an exciting time for BI research, as there are many opportunities to develop more powerful and easy-to-use analytical tools for business users. We have listed a few of the many
research questions that need to be explored to continue advancing BI and realize the next-generation BI systems. Next-generation BI will enable businesses and other organizations to gain more insights from their data and make better decisions.

**Figure 2.6:** Processing new types of data.
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